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NEW: US election data was forwarded from Frankfurt,
Germany to Rome, Italy where the man pictured below
partnered with members of MI6, the CIA, & the Italian
defense-contractor, Leonardo, led the operation & built the
algorithms that were used to manipulate US election
data.🔻

1/ This is according to articles & videos shared by tech entrepreneur @PatrickByrne

who funded private cyber-security teams to monitor the 2020 election. The report

alleges that US election data was altered then sent through an Italian-military

satellite operated by Leonardo.

2/ Leonardo is an Italian multinational company specializing in aerospace, defense,

security, and the eighth largest defense contractor in the world with €13.8 billion in

revenue in 2019. The Italian government holds 30.2% of the company's shares & is its

largest shareholder.

3/ Former CIA Senior Operations Officer Brad Johnson & the current President of

American's For Intelligence Reform (intelreform.org) discusses the operation behind

the alleged US election hack in this video shared by @PatrickByrne.
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4/ FULL VIDEO:

https://www.youtube.com/embed/YwtbK5XXAMk

5/ During the election, something unprecedented in the history of US elections

occurred. Vote counting stopped. At that point, Rome went on stage by receiving the

data from Frankfurt in order to recalibrate the hacking attack to deliver the victory to

Biden.
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Italygate: is the Italian government directly involved in the US election …
by Cesare Sacchetti Apparently, Switzerland is not the only country that played a
major role in the international hacking operation against the US election. In the
latest article published on this …

https://lacrunadellago.net/2020/12/29/italygate-is-the-italian-government-directly-involv…
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8/ William J. Lynn III is the CEO of Leonardo DRS, a U.S. subsidiary of Leonardo

with approximately $2 billion in revenue. He previously served under the

Obama/Biden administration as Deputy Secretary of Defense & led the Department's

efforts in cyber security & space strategy.🔻

9/ An article published on Dec. 1, 2020 in the Italian national newspaper, La Verita,

is titled "Trump's lawyers have no doubts: An Italian hand in pro Biden fraud". The
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article outlines the alleged operation executed in Rome in complicity of Italian

defense-contractor, Leonardo.

10/ These are photos at Rome's International Airport of the two alleged individuals

involved in building the algorithms for the data manipulation of the 2020 US

election. They were being surveilled by members of Italian intelligence after

suspiciously entering into the country.
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+Oggi su @laveritaweb + 
Secondo la campagna #Trump, anche Roma e l’Italia coinvolte 
nella possibile manipolazione elettorale. Ruolo di un official 
dell’Ambasciata Usa, di figure militari ai massimi livelli, di una 
società italiana nel settore della Difesa.  
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12/ AUDIO: The theft of the election was orchestrated by Stephan Serafini, a 20-year

foreign service officer. Stephan coordinated with General Claudio Graziano, a board

member of Leonardo. Italian intelligence provided us with documents, calls, & photos

of CIA agents involved.
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13/ Those photos ended up on the internet & the operatives involved in Italy started

panicking. They had the person who did the uploading arrested for 'safekeeping' &

another put under house arrest. They are being accused of hacking for other

reasons.🔻

Italian police arrest two over hacking at defence group Leonardo
Police arrested two people on Saturday who have worked at Leonardo for their
alleged role in hacking the Italian defence group's computers to steal sensitive
information between 2015 and 2017, prosec…

https://news.yahoo.com/italian-police-arrest-two-over-145920728.html

14/ On Christmas Eve, we met with President Trump at Mar-a-Lago and informed

him that he is getting the affidavits of the people involved. We need the grassroot

army like never before because the people who thought they stole the election have

lost & they don't know it yet.🔻
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15/ The shocking news is the funding. Barack Obama in 2017, actually took $400

million, 14 pallets of cash, and that money was transferred over to different accounts.

We have the exact travel plan of that cash. That was the plan, the funding, to unravel

the Trump presidency.
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16/ FULL AUDIO: vocaroo.com/1e976QE4oDoy

https://vocaroo.com/1e976QE4oDoy

